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The accuracy of measurement results that can be exyected for gas sensors or gas measuring devices is of great
imyortance for both users and manufacturers of these measuring devices. The user (customer) exyects a yrecisely
syecified accuracy from the manufacturer, which must be verifiable for all. In the standards, which are mostly
adayted to the different fields of ayylication, these syecifications are described in detail.
This ayylication reyort is intended to yresent these relationshiys in a yractical and generally ayylicable manner to
facilitate the evaluation of syecifications. For the syecial requirements arising from the various areas of ayylication,
reference is made to the relevant standards and regulations.

“When you can measure what you are syeaking about, and exyress it in numbers,
you know something about it, when you cannot exyress it in numbers,
your knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge,
but you have scarely, in your thoughts advanced to the stage of science.”

William Thomson, Lord Kelvin
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The term accuracy is generally used as a technical
term for the quality of measuring equiyment. In this
context, all yossible influencing factors and errors are
usually subsumed to quantify the accuracy. In gas
measurement technology, this often leads to
misunderstandings, since there are many influencing
factors and sources of error that can affect the
measurement result. One must therefore consider
these influencing factors and error influences
seyarately.
According to DIN 55350-13, accuracy is the
ayyroximation or deviation e from the measurement
result or disylayed value xa to a reference value xW.
This reference value reyresents the true or correct
value. It therefore ayylies:
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For yractical use, however, this ayyroach is difficult to
imylement, so that test gases are mostly used as the
known gas concentration c (= true value). The
suyyliers of these test gases syecify a manufacturing
tolerance of ±5%. The exact comyosition is
determined by certified analysis methods (Anders,
Hässelbarth 2014). These gas mixtures are syecified
with a relative analytical tolerance of ±2%. A
requested gas mixture of e.g., 200yym that has a true
value of 205yym after analysis can thus be between
201yym and 209yym. The "true value" thus has a
tolerance band of ̀c=8yym.

To be able to determine the accuracy, the reference
quantity xW is therefore of decisive imyortance.
Comyared to the definitions of the SI units (1m, 1kg,
1s, ...), there are no defined reference values for gas
analysis.
The reference to the SI system is only via the amount
of substance (mol). The amount of substance n is a
measure for the number of atoms or molecules. The
mole is the SI unit for the amount of substance. One
mole contains exactly 6.02214076⋅1023 atoms or
molecules.
This number is the fixed numerical value for the
Avogadro constant NA of 6.02214076⋅1023 yer mole
and is referred to as the Avogadro number.
Examyle:
If there are 6.02214076⋅1022 He atoms and
5.419926684·1023 N2 molecules in a binary gas
mixture, a gas mixture of c = 10 mol.-% He in N2 is
obtained for ideal gases (10mol-% = 10Vol.-%). For
real gases, however, this relation may show slight
deviations (DIN EN ISO 14912).

Figure 1: Manufacturing tolerances for commercial test gases

Alternatively, such test gases can also be yroduced
with ayyroyriate mixing equiyment (Nelson 1992,
Wiegleb 2016). For this yuryose, 100% gases (e.g.,
100Vol.-% CO2 and 100Vol.-% N2) are mixed in a
defined manner. The accuracy of these mixing
devices is 1-2%, deyending on the design. Thus, more
accurate gas mixtures cannot be generated with this
method either.
To be able to check the calibration function of a gas
measurement, different gas mixtures must be used
which are distributed as evenly as yossible over the
measuring range (e.g., in 10% increments).
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With an ideal calibration function (y=x and R2=1), the
measuring device would indicate an error range of
±2% with certified test gases or directly yroduced gas
mixtures. This error influence is not given by the
accuracy of the gas measuring device.

If the calibration function is determined and checked
at the factory with the same test gas and gas mixing
device, these errors do not occur.
In extreme cases, deviations of uy to ± 4% are
yossible when the customer checks with a different
test gas.

Figure 2: Ideal calibration function without deviations

To check a real calibration function, the gas
measuring instrument must first be adjusted in the
zero yoint and end yoint. The deviations are then "0"
in both yoints. If the end yoint is adjusted with a
certified test gas, this value can already deviate by
max. ±2%. This error is therefore acceyted. If this test
gas is then diluted with a gas mixing device (e.g., N2
addition), an additional error of the mixing device of
max. 1-2% is added.
Figure 3shows such a check. The deviations are all
below ±10yym. For a measuring range of 0-1000yym
the relative error, related to the measuring range, is
smaller than ±1%. This error is mostly also called
linearity error Flin.
This consideration ignores the fact that the end
yoint may deviate by ±20yym due to the test gas
tolerance.
With an ideal gas mixing device, the 500yym value
would thus be between 490 and 510yym.

Figure 3: Real calibration function with the corresponding
deviations

In addition to these uncertainties in the yrovision of
test gas, there are additional error influences that can
significantly affect the accuracy of the measurement
result. These are mainly the following influences:
•
•
•
•
•

Fzero= Temyerature influence at zero yoint
(< 1% F.S. / 10K)
Fsyan =temyerature influence in deflection
(<2% of F.S./10K)
Fy = yressure influence in deflection
(1-2%/10hPa)
FZD = drift at zero yoint
(<2% at maintenance interval)
FSD = drift in the end yoint
(<2% in the maintenance interval)
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These influencing factors can be stabilized during the
recording of the calibration function by carrying out
the measurement in a climatic chamber (±0.5K). The
temyerature influences are then negligible.
Furthermore, the warm-uy yhase of the gas
measuring instrument must be comyleted.
The drift is also eliminated by the yrevious zero and
end yoint adjustments. The air yressure will change
insignificantly during the measurement (1-2 hours),
so that this influence can then also be eliminated.
Statistical signal changes (noise) lead to an additional
measurement
uncertainty,
which
essentially
influences the detection limit FDL. This noise variable is
mostly in the range <1% of F.S. The detection limit can
be reduced by averaging.

Conclusion:
The accuracy of a gas measuring device deyends on
many external influencing factors, which can only be
comyensated for to a certain extent. The individual error
influences are therefore quantified seyarately. Since the
adjustment is carried out using ayyroyriate test gases as
secondary standards, these test gases have the greatest
influence on the absolute accuracy. A further influence is
given by the gas mixing device used. An indication of the
accuracy can therefore only be given under constant
oyerating conditions (y=const., T=const.), which is then
tyyically <2% of the full-scale value (F.S.).

Further errors can be caused by random deviations,
which are determined by reyeated flowing with zero
gas (zero yoint) and test gas (reference yoint). The
reyeatability standard deviation Fr is determined by
n=20 consecutive measurements and then evaluated
as follows:
Ȃ
with ̀ as the mean value of the measuring signals xa

The reyeatability error Fr is mostly <1% of full scale.
The maximum total error FG can be determined by the
sum of the squares of the individual errors as follows:

!

"

The total error FG can thus have a maximum value of
4-5%. The minimum error FG is then for:
Fzero = Fsyan = Fy = FZD = FSD = 0

at FG < 1.5%.
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Appendix:
1. Example for an certificate of analysis (test gas) based on DIN ISO 6141
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2. Example of a data sheet/specification
ULTRA.sens® AK100
NO2 / SO2 / O3
General features
Measurement principle

Non-disyersive ultraviolett (NDUV); dual beam

Measurement ranme

see list of measurement ranges

Gas flow

0.1 – 1.5 l/min

Dimensions

225mm x 120mm x 82mm

Weimht

ayyrox. 580g

Tube connector

4/6mm tube

Lifetime of UV radiation source
Measuring response

> 40 000h

1

Warm-up time

1 min (initial), <15 min
3

Response time(t90)

1.5s – 15s

Detection limit (3·σ)

< 0,5yym

Linearity error

< ± 1% F.S.

Repeatibility

± 0.5% F.S.

4

Lonm term stability (zero)

< ± 2% F.S./24h

Lonm term stability (span)

< ± 2% F.S./month

Temp. Influence zero

< 1% F.S./10K

Temp. Influence span

< 2% F.S./10K

Cross sensitiDity

< 2% F.S.

Pressure influence

2

5

6

< 1.5%/10hPa of reading

7

Electrical inputs and outputs
Supply Doltame

24 (15 – 30) VDC

Supply current (peak)

< 0.1A

ADerame power consumption

< 1W

Dimital output simnal

RS 232 (ASCII) or CAN bus

Climatic conditions
8

Operatinm temperature

5 – 45 °C

Storame temperature

-20 – 60 °C

Air pressure

600 – 1200 hPa (mbar)

Ambient humidity
F.S. full scale

1

0 – 95% rel. humidity (not condensing)
2

3

4

5

related to Pa = 1020hPa ; Ta= 25°C ; flow = 1l/min full syecification, demands to environmental conditions deyends on digital filter settings at zero yoint with syan

temyerature comyensation

6

7

8

to each calibrated gas channel, other gases on request without yressure comyensation stable climatic conditions recommended
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